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Modern society is obsessed with outward beauty. What if there was a way to guarantee you could

become more and more beautiful every day? What if it was a sexually transmitted disease? In the

world of The Beauty, physical perfection is only one sexual encounter away. The vast majority of the

population has taken advantage of it, but Detectives Vaughn and Foster will soon discover it comes

at a terrible cost. Now, they'll have to find their way past corrupt poiticians, vengeful federal agents,

and a terrifying mercenary out to collect the price on their heads. Collects the first six issues of the

critically acclaimed, Pilot Season winning series by writer/artist JEREMY HAUN (Constantine,

Batwoman) and co-writer JASON A. HURLEY.
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COMIC BOOK RESOURCES -- Ã¢â‚¬Å“...one of the strongest introductions to a series in a long

time...Ã¢â‚¬Â• ALL-COMIC.COM -- Ã¢â‚¬Å“This is absolutely a book to check

out.Ã¢â‚¬Â•MULTIVERSITYCOMICS.COM -- Ã¢â‚¬Å“...a high concept that is, frankly,

genius...Ã¢â‚¬Â•

The genre is described as horror and I find that it comes in weak. The cover is a beautiful piece of

art and the inside doesn't really match up. It's well done but nothing special. I'll continue to read it

but I feel as though it's missing something. Almost as if the story moved to fast. The characters feel

a little one demensional and overall didn't reflect any sort of horror. Some mystery sure but the



mystery was solved by the end of volume 1.Spoilery:I would've liked to see the out break of the

beauty and seen transformations on the page. I also would've liked to see more deaths

documented.

Art was good and the premise was very interesting. I wasn't impressed or disappointed by this book.

I think it has potential to be great, but the story moving forward will affect my opinion. I would have

to read the next book before I would recommend or not recommend this book.

This has been one of the best new comic series I've read! It has everything in it! Sex, death,

mystery, big corporations, etc. The dark storyline is matched by the exquisite artwork which is

equally dark in nature but very rich. You feel like a fly on the wall on each page as you wait to find

out what's going to happen! I highly recommend this series for anyone looking for a new and

different comic book!

I need more of this novel. I really do need more of it. My disappointment when I found out this was

all that was written thus far was profound. The drawing is fabulous and so is the writing. I am quite

curious to see what the rest of this series will have in stock and I hope they keep working on it!

I bought this on a whim and hoollyyyy cow. You can't beat the price on this book. The storytelling,

pacing, and art is all top notch. I will definitely be picking up the single issues as they are

released.Mark my words this is one that you are not going to want to miss.

if this is the end of the story, then meh. it's a captivating story but there's much more that can be

explored in all directions of the story. (tough to write a review without any spoilers).

I recently purchased this after reading an article online and thoroughly enjoyed it. The artwork is

beautiful and gritty. Plot was a bit predictable as far as crime stories go so I'm hoping it develops in

the following releases. I'm newer to the graphic novel / comic book scene and this was a great way

to expand in to some other territory that isn't a classic super hero story. Overall a great read.

2nd vol is way better
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